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lift the continuum degeneracies of the baryons and introduce nonzero off-diagonal elements in the

mass matrix. While presenting no problem of principle, thesesplittings and mixings complicate

analyses of simulation results. However, in special cases operators with goodSU(3) quantum

numbers can be used to circumvent the splittings and mixings. I review what has been learned
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SU(3)×GTS quantum numbers.
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1. Introduction

Successful calculations of the mass spectrum of the lightest octet and decuplet baryons would
constitute an impressive benchmark for the staggered formulation of lattice QCD. Ultimately, one
might hope to include the effects of strong and electromagnetic isospin breaking and to develop
staggered QCD into a powerful tool for determining the baryonic low-energy couplings (LECs)
of chiral perturbation theory (χPT) and the quark model assignments of excited baryons. Unfor-
tunately, the staggered baryon spectrum is much more complicated than the physical spectrum;
instead of three light quarks interacting in accord withSU(3)F symmetry, the valence sector con-
tains twelve light quarks interacting in accord withSU(12) f . In 2+1 flavor simulations, physical
flavor breaking and taste violations lift the degeneracies of theSU(12) f multiplets and mix baryons
that have the same conserved flavor-taste quantum numbers. The resulting spectrum contains many
nearly degenerate states that cannot be distinguished by their conserved quantum numbers [1]; us-
ing 2+1 flavor staggered QCD to extract the masses of even the lightest baryons would be very
difficult.

However, in partially quenched simulations with three degenerate valence quarks, flavorSU(3)F

ensures that certain of the troublesome splittings and mixings vanish. As a direct consequence,
high-precision calculations of the masses of the nucleon, the delta, and the omega may soon be pos-
sible. Success requires improving the chiral extrapolations, developing aquantitative description
of the taste violations, and avoiding the splittings and mixings in the spectrum. The development
of staggeredχPT in the baryon sector addresses the first two concerns [2]. The construction of
operators transforming in irreps ofSU(3)×GTS addresses the third [1].

2. Staggered heavy baryonχPT and the staggered baryon spectrum

Symanzik’s effective continuum action for staggered QCD parameterizesthe taste violations
using irrelevant operators constructed from the elementary quark and gluon fields. Mapping these
operators into the corresponding hadronic operators yields the staggered chiral theory, which de-
scribes the taste violations in terms of the hadrons [3, 4]. Taste-changing processes involving a
single external baryon can be described within the framework of heavy baryon χPT (HBχPT);
the baryons are treated as non-relativistic, fixed-velocity sources, and observables are calculated in
powers of the square roots of the up, down, and strange quark masses, the lattice spacing, and the
average splitting of the lightest spin-1

2 and spin-32 states.

O(m1/2
q ) = O(a) = O(∆) q = u, d, s (2.1)

The Lagrangian of staggered HBχPT (SHBχPT) needed to calculate the masses of the ground state
spin-12 baryons to third order has been constructed, including the mass-dimensionsix operators
from the Symanzik action needed forO(a2) analytic contributions. Generically, the baryon masses
have the form

M = const.+mq +a2 +(mq +a2)3/2

+ a2(mq +m1/2
q a+a2)1/2 +∆(mq +a2 +∆2) ln(mq +a2)+ . . . (2.2)
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Because the hadrons of the staggered chiral theory transform in irreps of SU(12) f , the light-
est spin-12 baryons transform in a572M , and the lightest spin-3

2 baryons, in a364S. To identify
staggered baryons having the masses of physical baryons, one must choose a basis for these irreps
in which the continuum limits of the masses of the staggered baryons are manifest. Decomposing
SU(12) f into irreps ofSU(3)F ×SU(4)T gives

572M → (10S, 20M )⊕ (8M , 20S)⊕ (8M , 20M )⊕ (8M , 4̄A)⊕ (1A , 20M ) (2.3)

364S → (10S, 20S)⊕ (8M , 20M )⊕ (1A , 4̄A) (2.4)

In the continuum limit, all members of a givenSU(4)T multiplet are degenerate; theSU(3)F irreps
suggest that, in the continuum limit, 44 baryons in the572M have the mass of a given baryon in
the lightest physical octet, while 20 baryons in the364S have the mass of a given baryon in the
decuplet. In general, states in the(10S, 20M ), (1A , 20M ), and(1A , 4̄A), as well as states in the
(8M , 20M ) of (2.4), do not have physical masses. However, in partially quenchedsimulations with
degenerate valence quarks, all members of the572M are degenerate with the nucleon, while all
members of the364S are degenerate with the partially quenched delta/omega—including baryons
in product irreps with unphysical flavor irreps.

3. An example: the flavor-symmetric nucleons in SHBχPT

The corner-wall nucleon operator [5, 6] interpolates to states in the(10S, 20M ). For each
member of the10S, the self-energy is a 20-dimensional matrix in baryon taste space. To third order
in the staggered chiral expansion, tree graphs contribute terms that are linear in the quark mass and
the squared lattice spacing, loops with an intermediate spin-1

2 baryon, the first non-analytic terms,
and loops with an intermediate spin-3

2 baryon, the first chiral logarithms.
In the rest frame of the heavy baryon formulation and to this order in the staggered chiral ex-

pansion, taste breaking occurs in two stages. First the loops break taste toΓ4 ⋊SO(4)T ⊂ SU(4)T ,
and then theO(a2) analytic terms break taste further toΓ4 ⋊ SU(2)T ⊂ Γ4 ⋊ SO(4)T . Under these
remnant taste symmetries, the20M of SU(4)T decomposes:

20M → 12⊕2(4) → 8⊕3(4) (3.1)

Taste violations in loops lift the continuum degeneracy of baryons in a12and two4s ofΓ4⋊SO(4)T

and introduce mixing between corresponding states in the two4s; such states have the same con-
served quantum numbers. The form of the resulting mass matrix is dictated by charge conjugation
and theΓ4 ⋊ SO(4)T symmetry; in a suitable basis, the 8-dimensional submatrix corresponding to
the two4s (for any given member of the10S) has the form































a 0 c 0 · · ·

0 a 0 −c
c 0 b 0
0 −c 0 b
... a 0 c 0

0 a 0 −c
c 0 b 0
0 −c 0 b
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The elements in the suppressed off-diagonal blocks vanish. The contributions parameterized here
have been calculated to third order in the staggered chiral expansion, and this form of the mass
matrix, explicitly verified. The restoration ofSU(4)T implies thatc must vanish in the continuum
limit; a nontrivial but straightforward exercise with the loop contributions suffices to explicitly
verify this consequence of taste symmetry.

In the same way, taste violations in tree graphs ofO(a2) lift the Γ4 ⋊ SO(4)T degeneracy of
baryons in an8 and a4 of Γ4 ⋊ SU(2)T and introduce mixing between corresponding states in
the three4s of Γ4 ⋊ SU(2)T . (Cf. Eq. (3.1).) The resulting submatrix containing nonzero off-
diagonal elements is 12-dimensional and qualitatively similar to that shown above; although the
O(a2) elements are linear combinations of a finite number of LECs, explicit enumerationof the
baryonic Lagrangian and calculation of these elements shows that no accidental degeneracies or
other relations between them arise [1].

Fig. 1 shows the nondegenerate diagonal elements of the mass matrix as functions of the
squared continuum pion mass. The curves are not fits but sketches constructed from the chiral
forms by estimating the baryonic LECs and taking lattice parameters from the literature [2]. At
small up-down quark mass, the chiral forms rise linearly in accord with Eq. (2.2); however, at
larger up-down masses, the forms decrease, while the lattice data increases monotonically with
increasing up-down mass [2, 6]. Although the fact that the forms eventually decrease is not a
surprise—for large quark masses, they behave like the negative of the meson mass cubed—this
decrease strongly suggests that third order staggeredχPT cannot adequately describe the data. At
sufficiently large up-down masses, the staggered chiral power countingof Eq. (2.1) breaks down,
and continuum chiral corrections become much more important than the taste violations. If the data
at the larger up-down masses can be adequately described by continuumchiral corrections, then
one could improve control over the continuum extrapolations even while neglecting fourth-order
taste violations.

To arrive at Fig. 1, one must estimate the magnitude of theO(a2) corrections. Their natural
size is set by the fact that they absorb the scale dependence of the spin-3

2 loops; one finds that the
splitting between theΓ4 ⋊ SU(2)T multiplets ranges from about 10 to 40 MeV, an estimate that
depends on the lattice spacing and quark masses. The first excited states are therefore probably
quite close to the ground state; although presenting no problems of principle,this situation makes
excited state contamination a significant source of systematic error and a difficult practical problem.
One is thus led to consider the operators that create each of these states.

4. Operators for the single-flavor nucleons

Consider interpolating fields for the single-flavor members of the(10S, 20M ); such operators
transform within three irreps of the geometrical time slice group, GTS: the8, the8′, and the16,
where the two 8-dimensional irreps are inequivalent [5]. Decomposing the SU(2)S ×SU(4)T irrep
of the single-flavor nucleons into irreps of GTS⊂ SU(2)S ×SU(4)T gives

(1
2, 20M ) → 16⊕3(8),

which implies that operators transforming in8s of GTS create three single-flavor nucleons, and
operators in the16, one.
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Figure 1: Third order chiral forms for the masses of flavor-symmetric nucleons. Red curves correspond to
the three4s of Γ4 ⋊ SU(2)T for a lattice spacing of about 0.12 fm. Likewise, the blue curve corresponds to
the8 of Γ4 ⋊ SU(2)T . The magenta and cyan curves are the same forms for a lattice spacing of about 0.09
fm; the black curve is the result in the continuum limit.r1 is about 0.317 fm.

To associate the operators with the appropriate chiral forms, consider how taste violations
break the continuumSU(2)S ×SU(4)T to GTS⊂ SU(2)S × [Γ4 ⋊ SU(2)T ] ⊂ SU(2)S ×SU(4)T :

(1
2, 20M ) → (1

2, 8)⊕3(1
2, 4) → 16⊕3(8)

The decomposition of the20M into irreps ofΓ4 ⋊SU(2)T is the same as the second decomposition
shown in Eq. (3.1); the decomposition into irreps of GTS reflects the fact that theSU(2)S × [Γ4 ⋊

SU(2)T ] irreps are already irreducible under GTS. Operators transforming in8s of GTS create
corresponding nucleons in all three4s of Fig. 1, while operators transforming in16s create nucleons
in the lone8.

To summarize, operators transforming in the8 of GTS create three closely spaced states that
become degenerate in the continuum limit with the nucleon. Corresponding nucleons in the two
excited multiplets not only have nearly the same mass as nucleons in the ground state multiplet, but
also have the same conserved quantum numbers and therefore mix with the ground state nucleons
and one another as discussed in the previous section. In contrast, operators transforming in the16
of GTS create nucleons in only one multiplet, so such operators could be used to circumvent the
difficulties that would be involved in accounting for the excited states in the spectrum created by
operators transforming in the8.
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Although this conclusion is heartening, it was reached without consideringthe spin-32 states
created by operators in the16. An argument analogous to that given in this section shows that,
for extracting the masses of the nucleon and the delta/omega, certain operators with goodSU(3)F

quantum numbers are preferable to operators in the16.

5. Operators with goodSU(3)F quantum numbers

Consider the spectra created by operators transforming in irreps ofSU(3)×GTS when such
operators are used in partially quenched simulations with degenerate valence quarks. In the con-
tinuum limit, the lightest spin-12 states are all degenerate with the nucleon, while the lightest
spin-32 states, with the delta/omega. Decomposing theSU(2)S × SU(12) f irreps into irreps of
SU(3)×GTS⊂ SU(2)S ×SU(12) f gives

(1
2, 572M ) → 3(10S, 8)⊕ (10S, 16)⊕5(8M , 8)⊕3(8M , 16)⊕3(1A , 8)⊕ (1A , 16)

(3
2, 364S) → 2(10S, 8)⊕2(10S, 8′)⊕3(10S, 16)⊕ (8M , 8)⊕ (8M , 8′)⊕4(8M , 16)⊕ (1A , 16)

In accord with the discussion of the single-flavor case, the(10S, 8) occurs three times in the decom-
position of the(1

2, 572M ), and the(10S, 16), once. However, these irreps both occur more than once
in the decomposition of the(3

2, 364S); the(10S, 16) appears three times, so operators transforming
in this irrep (including the single-flavor operators) create three nearly degenerate spin-32 states with
the same conserved quantum numbers. If one wants to account for delta/omega contamination,
then the difficulties associated with the splittings and mixings reassert themselves.

However, twoSU(3)×GTS irreps appear at most once in each decomposition. The(1A , 16)
occurs once in each, while the(8M , 8′) occurs only in the decomposition of the(3

2, 364S). There-
fore, operators transforming in the(1A , 16) create a single nucleon and a single delta/omega, while
operators transforming in the(8M , 8′) create only a lone delta/omega. Although the nucleon and
the delta/omega created by operators in the(1A , 16) do mix, a mass difference of about 200 MeV
indicates that numerical analysis should be comparatively feasible.

In summary, in partially quenched simulations with degenerate valence quarks, two linearly in-
dependent operators transforming in(1A , 16)s ofSU(3)×GTS could be used to extract the masses
of the nucleon, the delta, and the omega. The masses of the delta and omega could also be extracted
using an operator transforming in the(8M , 8′). Operators transforming in these irreps and the other
SU(3)×GTS irreps appearing above have been constructed, and chiral formsfor the nucleons and
delta/omegas created by operators in the(1A , 16) and(8M , 8′) have been calculated to third order
in SHBχPT [1]. For example, one operator transforming in a(1A , 16) is

∑
x,xk even

1
6ε i jk 1

6εabc

{

∑ε2ε3
χa

i (x+a1)[U(x+a1, x+a1 + ε2a2)χ j(x+a1 + ε2a2)]
b
×

[U(x+a1, x+a1 + ε3a3)χk(x+a1 + ε3a3)]
c

−∑ε1ε3
χa

i (x+a2)[U(x+a2, x+ ε1a1 +a2)χ j(x+ ε1a1 +a2)]
b
×

[U(x+a2, x+a2 + ε3a3)χk(x+a2 + ε3a3)]
c

}

,
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where i jk are SU(3)F indices,abc are color indices, and the remaining notation is defined in
Ref. [5]. This particular operator transforms in anE−

−1 irrep of the octahedral subgroup of GTS.
Gauge links have been added to make it gauge invariant [5].

6. Summary

The masses of the flavor-symmetric nucleons have been calculated to third order in staggered,
partially quenched HBχPT. The results for the diagonal and off-diagonal elements in the mass ma-
trix have been checked against the pattern of degeneracies implied by the remnant taste symmetries
of the loops andO(a2) contributions. In the continuum limit, all off-diagonal elements of the mass
matrix explicitly vanish because tasteSU(4)T is restored, while the diagonal elements reduce to
the results obtained from continuum partially quenched HBχPT.

The masses of the flavor-antisymmetric nucleon, the flavor-antisymmetric delta/omega, and
the flavor-mixed delta/omega have been calculated to third order in staggered, partially quenched
HBχPT. To this order no mixing occurs between the spin-1

2 and spin-32 flavor-antisymmetric states,
which are created by interpolating fields transforming in the irrep(1A , 16) of SU(3)×GTS. The
flavor-mixed delta/omega is created by interpolating fields transforming in the irrep (8M , 8′) of
SU(3)×GTS. Operators transforming in these irreps and in the otherSU(3)×GTS irreps have
been constructed [1]. Current work includes coding the operators transforming in the(1A , 16) and
(8M , 8′).

Using the entire set of operators, one could, in principle, extract the masses of all the lightest
spin-12 and spin-32 baryons of staggered QCD. However, the practical difficulties associated with
the splittings and mixings, which proliferate when one breaksSU(3)F in the valence sector, would
make such a program very difficult.
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